Visualization of the modelled degradation of building flooring systems in Building Maintenance
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Abstract: The development of a maintenance programme for construction projects is a highly complex and data intensive undertaking. This exercise is characterised by the lack of relevant data on the one hand and the overwhelming amount of extraneous data on the other. The uncertainties and complexities have resulted in increased conservatism in the development of lifecycle evaluation of building maintenance programing, subsequently, these programmes tend to display the symptoms of either the maintenance actions being uneconomical or fall short of providing the appropriate service to the users of the building. The current research project is based on the premise that the visual approach will facilitate a just-in-time solution to maintenance scheduling, hence, the use of virtual simulation of the building is proposed. The broader aim of this research is to develop a complete building maintenance programme through visualisation of buildings as they degrade over time. Here, the focus is on the flooring system and the manner they degrade over time. This requires a better understanding of their pattern and rate of usage. To this end, Anthroposophy and Anthropocentric descriptions of human movement pattern have been used to describe the behaviour of 'subjects' and subsequently represent the pattern and density of the degradation of flooring systems. The mathematics representing this behaviour has been developed which enables it to be embedded into the proposed overall visual building maintenance model.

1 INTRODUCTION

The strife for maximisation of lifecycle value through sustainability by addressing social, technological, economic, and regulatory requirements, has been recognised more than ever before (Pitts 2008). Some of the challenges associated with collaborative working, applicable to lifecycle evaluation of a building, are examined by Shen, W. et al (2010). Reflecting the outcome of a Canadian industry survey by Froese, T. et al (2007), they have highlighted the perceived importance of web-based collaboration and project management systems. Inherently, sustainability needs to reflect the current needs without undermining the needs of future users in relation to health and safety, energy efficiency and thermal comfort (WCED 1987). To this end, it has been long realised that the design should be able to respond to changing circumstances (Russell and Moffatt, 2001). It is common knowledge that in comparison with building design, construction and demolition, the maintenance phase of building project is critical and assumes by far the greatest proportion of the overall time and cost (Chinyio and Gameson 2009). Similarly, by far, the greatest proportion of energy consumption and emissions come from the use-phase (Keoleian et al, 2001) and in the case of commercial buildings it can be as high as 95% (Scheuer & Keoleian, 2001). Undue lack of attention to building maintenance will inevitably result in building component decay leading to excessive maintenance costs (Spedding, 1994). The growth of PFI (private finance initiative) and PPP (private public partnerships) has hinted a fundamental change of the nature of the construction industry from a product and to service-base (Akintoye et el 2003). This involves moving the balance from capital investment to revenue generation. As a consequence, the interest in lifecycle performance of buildings and the provision of service over the life of a building has been on the increase. Subsequently, the development of an appropriate and accurate long-term maintenance schedule is of paramount importance. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), as defined by BS EN 14040:2006 (BSi 2006), is an iterative process of assessing the environmental impact of a product, process or service
(Baumann and Tillman, 2010). It is a methodology covering all processes from the extraction of raw materials through to disposal (Shah et al., 2010). LCA is an effective way for the analysis of performance-based sustainability design, by quantifying environmental, social and economic indicators (Finnveden et al., 2009). Over the years, there have been a number of lifecycle costing methods for use (Stone 1980; Flanagan and Norman 1983; Robinson 1984). General Life Cycle Analysis methodologies such as that by the International Standard Organisation (ISO) series 14040-14043 (ISO 2006) are applicable to a range of products, processes or services. Those specific to construction tend to focus on individual materials and components and not the totality of the building system (Zabalza, B. I., Aranda, U. A. and Scarpellini S, 2009). The same is true about general lifecycle evaluation of building performance (Rapp and George, 1998 and Wordsworth, 2001). However, current methods tend to lack the efficiency that is characteristic of the Just-in-time method. As an example, Ng, S. T., et al., (2009) address the wastes associated buffer stock to to minimise labour and plant resources staying idle.

This paper proposes a model that provides an alternative approach to decision making concerning the maintenance of buildings and structures. The overall project consists of a study into the time-related behaviour of building components in response to their environment and the events acting upon them. The project will ultimately develop a complete 4D visual model of building life through representation of the degradation of each individual building component. This requires definition of mathematical behaviour and representation of all building components in response to events acting on them. It is argued that the visual method enables effective decision making for the provision of just-in-time maintenance scheduling for most building components. The paper describes the overall visual building degradation model before providing details of the case for flooring systems, for which the determination of people pattern of movement is formulated and represented mathematically. The paper also facilitates a methodology for visual representation of the decay of flooring system.

2 BUILDING MAINTENANCE

Construction maintenance has undergone three generations of development ranging from the combination of ‘maintenance on failure’ to ‘preventative planned maintenance’ and ‘time-based maintenance’. A systematic approach to maintenance management, supported by computer systems, commenced during early 1970s. However, it was by early 1980s before the use of improved computer technology enabled more sophisticated and complex calculations as well as better use of databases (Pettit 1983). These enhancements continued with the introduction of desktop computing which was instrumental in popularising the building maintenance management process. The qualitative improvement in the power of computers in conjunction with the increased participation of wider range of users resulted in software vendors and in-house developers to engage in new enhanced approaches to the problem. With the establishment of the Building Cost Information System (BCIS) by the RICS in the early 1970s and the establishment of Building Maintenance Cost Information System (BMCIS) providing further focus on the maintenance cost information, the path was paved for a more orchestrated analysis and modeling the building maintenance cost. The provision of data together with the increasing awareness and concern for the post-construction costs resulted in the 1980s to become the era of experimentation and examination of lifecycle costing from several angles. These include Flanagan and Norman (1983), Bromilow et. al. (1984) and Spedding (1994) (incorporating several articles on the subject). The developments in the early periods resulted in a revised and improved systems including the use of centralised databases, incorporation of conditional assessments, repair scheduling and budget development (Jones and Collis, 1996). Since the latter part of 1990s the efforts to improve the acquisition, refinement and management of data have been on the increase. An example is the project OSCON (Aouad et. al. 1997) where a centralised database facilitates full integration of several construction activities. This project was later extended to include maintenance activities providing and using data from the centralised database. The above is also included enhancements in the representation of data with the aid of visualisation tools.

Despite the progress, a widespread discontent has existed within the industry, as all current systems tend to simply automate the process and the level of accuracy has been less than satisfactory. Building maintenance and facilities management have often been viewed as a supportive rather than core activity (Waheed and Fane 2009). Having identified 9 activities associated with maintenance, Jones and Collis (1996) undertook a survey of companies involved in maintenance and identified that the computer system of over 60% of their respondents used only 3 or less than 3 activities. In a later attempt Jones et al. (1999) conducted a more comprehensive survey targeting various organisations associated with construction industry and with further association with building maintenance. These consisted of district councils, housing associations, private practice, universities, retail outlets, health authorities & government associations and light industries. With the total sample size of 678, they concluded that the computerised maintenance systems tend to operate well only in limited areas of application. However, there are several other areas where advancements are essential. As expected an area
which is particularly underdeveloped is the maintenance planning. The shortcoming in building maintenance improvement remains to-date and the lack of “free thinking” in the delivery of building maintenance services has been recognised (RICS 2009). Indeed, the current systems are little more than a sophisticated calculation machines. Due to the scale of the problem, uncertainties of the future events and the inherent complexities associated with holistic maintenance programming, it is impractical to develop a model that encompasses all elements and aspects of building maintenance. Subsequently, researchers have searched for more practical solutions. For example, Al-Hajj and Horner (1998) apply the cost-significance method in order to identify those elements which account for the majority of the costs, thus eliminating a large proportion of elements the contribution of which is justifiably insignificant.

Furthermore, the current best practices are somewhat simplistic. Each component is considered individually and in isolation from other components. The interaction of events, on the one hand, and components on the other, make it very difficult to apply a holistic approach to maintenance programming (Khosrowshahi and Alani, 2003). Also, the current approaches are based on data relating to components from past projects. This implies that the data is also reflective of the total environment surrounding the component, whereas, in reality, circumstances are highly diversified. The changing of even one variable could have a significant impact on the behaviour of the component. Therefore, the examination of scenarios is possible only when historical data are available for all variety of diverse situations.

3 VISUAL BUILDING MAINTENANCE MODEL

Human vision and domain expertise are powerful tools and together with computational tools make it possible to turn large heterogeneous data volumes into information (interpreted data) and, subsequently, into knowledge (understanding derived from integrating information). Visualisation can encompass a variety of topics ranging from information visualisation to scientific visualisation, virtual reality, multi-media, etc. While in construction fields virtual reality, multi-media and immersive visualisation are more familiar terms, the benefits of Information Visualisation concepts are yet to be realised (Rangaraju and Terk, 2001). This has been the case in the UK as it is in the US (Rhodes, 2012). Some isolated cases include Kuhner, et al., (2004): They adopt spacetrees approach to the complex data structuring for visualisation of indoor air flow geometries. Also, Jha (2006) explores the potential use of visualisation to achieve highway improvements and offers a fuzzy logic-based model to measure the benefits.

According to Card, et al.(1999) Information Visualization is “The use of computer-supported, interactive, visual representations of abstract data to amplify cognition”. Elsewhere in the text they describe abstract data as that which does not have any ‘obvious spatial mapping…non-physically based’. Spence (2001) does not define the term explicitly, but says "the need to display the physical ‘thing’ is not important... and is often entirely irrelevant... in information visualization”. Chen (1999) adds the qualifier ‘abstract’ using ‘abstract information visualization’ for clarity and also does not define the term.

The visualisation techniques can aid lifecycle decision making in various ways. Enabling informed design choices that underpins sustainability remains as an on-going challenge within the industry (BSi, 2012). With advances in visualisation technology and the paradigm shift in the manner stakeholders collaborate and interact (Rosenman, et al. 2007), the ability to simulate the time-based behaviour of building elements can assist decisions relating to both design and scheduling. Some of the challenges associated with collaborative working, applicable to lifecycle evaluation of a building, are examined by Shen, W. et al (2010). Reflecting the outcome of a Canadian industry survey by Froese, T. et al (2007), they have highlighted the perceived importance of web-based collaboration and project management systems. While the visualisation of building operation has long been addressed by researchers and practitioners (Kamat and Martinez, 2001, and Duwood and Mallasi, 2006), the same has not been the case for building operation phase. The current research is concerned with the concept of 4D visualisation which reflects the state of building ‘through time’. The proposed visual approach will facilitate the implementation of the proposed just-in-time method for maintenance programming. Such tools have already been exploited by researchers for various purposes such as building design and analysis of construction equipment (Lipman and Reed, 2000), as decision tools (Planagan, 2002) and for planning and scheduling (Haymaker and Fischer 2001). The proposed visual approach will provide an integrated approach to the evaluation of the status of building elements. This approach has the potential to facilitate development of an optimum maintenance programme.

3.1 Generalised Building Visual Simulation Model

The overall generalised model is given in Figure 1. There are three parts to the visualisation model, namely, data management, simulation and presentation. The knowledge associated with the building components is encapsulated
into data-objects that will be incorporated into a heterogeneous database containing component details, time-related behaviour and their visual attributes. The proposed model is data-centric and its multi-directional (as opposed to uni-directional down-stream data transfer) approach is an imperative part of the flexibility that is required for such a complex and large-scale project. The process commences with the CAD drawing that represents the initial state of the building. It contains the usual CAD data as well as extended attributes such as parameters, element specifications and project environmental definition. The 3D information model can be driven directly or from the CAD data. All data flow through the system are in XML (the industry defacto, XML format has been selected as the transportation file format and to manage the information in a hierarchical form). For a given project situation (simulated by Event Simulation System), the lifecycle simulator transforms the Object-based Building from state \( t_i \) to state \( t_j \). This XML-based data at state \( t_j \) is then submitted to the Visual User Interface for visuals representation of the building at state \( t_j \). The model is a generic outlay that separates data from processing and visualisation systems. The alternative to CAD is to have direct access to IFC-enabled objects within a BIM solution. Additional visual attributes will include time-related behaviour which defines the visual status of building objects at different points in time.

![Generalised Simulation Model](image)

**Figure 1** Generalised Simulation Model

### 3.2 Visual User Interface

Integrated building lifecycle evaluation systems are now available with the aid of BIM solution systems (Holness G., 2008). The dynamic real-time integrated modelling extends the previous 2D graphical capabilities to include intelligent objects containing information about material properties, spatial relationships, geometry and several other attributes (Holness G. and Krygiel, and Nies, 2008). Alda et al. (2006) extend the concept to include an integrated multi-agent system that combines the capabilities of human experts and software agents. The object nature of the model allows us to define additional attributes, such as enhanced visual attributes representative of the visual status of building components throughout their entire life. It is envisaged that in time BIM has the potential to provide a viable platform for both analysis and visual representation. However, for now, because of extensive analytical processes, interaction with current BIM software is impractical. At best, BIM systems can offer a complicated way of visual representation. As noted earlier, here, the overall simulation model is based on a generic approach to the lifecycle visualisation rather than relying on a BIM platform. Indeed, the visual component (Visual User Interface) is a key element of the overall model. The concept is sporadic but not new to construction. Among rare attempts to exploit scene graph to visualisation within Construction fields is by Kamat & Martinez (2002). They apply the scene graph concept to develop a CAD-independent generic 3D realistic visualisation for construction operations. They take the notion further by developing an algorithm to facilitate high speed and concurrent simulation (Rekapalli, Martinez and Kamat, 2009).

A keystone in the model is the component way of thinking within the context of object-oriented modelling. This enables short development time, scalability, extensibility and reusability. The applications will be based on a layered component framework. In the visual stage, there are three levels of component: At the ‘Atomic’ level, components are very low-level, high-performance and typically underlying data structure. Here, they are linked with X3D and OpenViz graphics platforms. ‘Functional’ levels are the middle-tier components that are constituted by one or more atomic components. These typically implement the general functionality, for example, for a Maintenance viewer. Application level components are constituted by the combination of one or more functional components. These are actually customer ready applications such as Decision Support Systems. All visualisation components are lightweight and involve minimum number of interfaces. The purpose of this task is to develop a virtual reality-based component that will link the CAD geometry model to the maintenance model of the building and provide a 3D virtual environment to allow for visual examination of building degradation. This component supports a sophisticated navigation model that includes object examination, scene fly-through and walkthrough modes. The VUI controls the entire process from data to 3D views, X3D provides the core graphics technology to support a broad range of 3D applications and complies with VE requirements. X3D has proven itself by evolving the widely supported 3D functionality of VRML. The choice of X3D provides access to more tools, content
and compatibility with other applications. The model will provide Web-enabled, interactive 2D and 3D visualisation and analysis into maintenance portfolio in standard document formats, such as XML, HTML and MSWord. It also facilitates flexibility, compatibility and a path for MPEG-4 support. The model is extended to 4D (trough time) by the introduction of a time-related network analysis of the project. The project schedule database will contain attributes of building components that will enable visual simulation at any point in time.

3.3 Degradation of Flooring System

The focus of this paper is on the building flooring system. The cases where informed LCA is applied to the choice of the flooring system are few and far in between. These studies tend to focus on case studies of particular scenarios. One example is a new school project where a comparison is made between the choice of carpet and linoleum: A lifespan of 15 years was estimated which suggests the possibility of the need to change the flooring system three times over the whole life of the school. This examination also included the impact of the choice on the energy performance of the building, which also included the recycling prospects (Capperm et al., 2012). Similar to other components, the decay of a flooring system is influenced by several factors including the fabric of the carpet, the environment and the period of usage. The impact of each variable on the state of the carpet is implemented through the application of coefficient which is applied to the density pattern of movement. This data can be partly obtained from the manufacturers and some are derived through statistical analysis of data.

The visual representation of the decay process of any building component offers a number of challenges associated with the simulation of time-based behaviour of the component. The combination of the simulation of component behaviour and its visual representation is a well-known phenomenon in the construction domain. Most notably, the simulation and visualisation of crane movement has had a long evolutionary path (Kang, and Miranda, 2009). However, the simulation of the time-based degradation is somewhat unknown. Moreover, the examination of the flooring systems offers additional challenges, particularly those related to the pattern of usage of flooring systems as well as their visual representation. Therefore, the process requires addressing the following challenges.

1. **Pattern of usage:** flooring systems are utilised in a non-uniform fashion. There are parts that remain almost unaffected over time and there are parts that are subjected to excessive degradation. The evaluation of each individual scenario is impractical, thus a consistent method should be used to represent the pattern of usage for a given situation. Further, the method should be represented mathematically so it could be embedded into the overall model.

2. **Mapping:** the realistic visual representation of the usage should be based on both the level of degradation and the pattern of usage. The level of usage is then mapped on the pattern of usage.

3. **Visual representation of the usage:** a method is required to reflect the level of the degradation and represent it in a visual form. Here, for practical reasons, the representation is undertaken through the use of VRML.

4 THE PATTERN OF USAGE

The observation of any used flooring system reveals that it does not degrade uniformly: certain parts attract more traffic and others like the edges or those covered by objects such as a table are hardly affected through time. This non-uniformity of the usage has a direct impact on the degradation of the flooring system. Therefore, the true visualisation of the degradation of the flooring system should initially identify the pattern of usage for each flooring situation and reflect the impact of time accordingly. However, there are many building components each with vast variety of choices and features. Also there are many varieties of routes such as corridors and rooms and there are several types of usage. To cater for all these possibilities, on a case-to-case basis, it is necessary to identify and classify a large number of scenarios. But, a scenario-based approach is laborious and requires continuous updating to cater for new situations. These complexities render the scenario-based approach impractical. It is imperative that visualisation is based on generic algorithm whereby, the impact of events and time is defined mathematically and visualised accordingly. Further, the incorporation of the flooring system into the overall time-based visualisation model requires an automated mechanism, underpinned by mathematical representation.

4.1 Human Movement Pattern - Anthropology

There have been a number of ‘wayfinding’ and ‘path-of-travel’ studies such as Apelt, et al, (2007). These works tend to address peoples’ movement behaviour in adverse situations such as fire escape. Therefore, the primary focus of these works is on the examination of the route that occupants take in emergency situations. However, no previous study has been identified which examines people’s general movement behaviour. Here, the subject-matter is examined from anthropological perspective. Traditionally, anthropology has been concerned with the four fields of linguistic, biological/physical, cultural and archaeology, but, there has been a considerable realization of practical
implications of anthropology and its relevance to other disciplines and professions (Puntenney, 1995). Further, this branch of science and those peripheral to it have developed insight into behavioural as well as biological facets of humans as individuals and as a member of groups of individuals. Robinson and Nims (1996) integrate anthropology with sociology, cognitive science, ergonomics and business to develop a better understanding of how people interact with objects. Jordan (1995) extends the applicability of anthropology from individuals to organizational level. Also, anthropological viewpoint has been used in a variety of research into users’ needs. Wilcox (1996), for instance, explores anthropology for product design. While distinguishing between design and art, for instance, Barley (1992) argues that for the examination of products of other people, ‘design’ tends to be a better term than ‘art’. Schensul(1996) applies anthropology to design concepts in order to ensure that, in an attempt to solve one problem, new products do not give rise to new problems. Nardi and Reilly (1996) explore ‘interactive ethnography’ to extend the application of anthropology beyond design process to marketing and management. The examination of people’s behaviour within their spatial layout can be based on ‘activity’ or ‘behavioural’ settings. While the activity setting is concerned with the organisation of the sequence of activities (Chapin 1968), the behavioural setting looks at the relationship between the settings and the recurring pattern of behaviour (Barker 1968). Traditionally, architectural designers tend to be concerned with spatial layouts that cater for the activity patterns of the building users (Lang, 1974). But there have been equal attention to the need to understand the behavioural constituents that underpin the activities (Hall, 1962; Hall 1966; Sommer 1969). Subsequently, this research will examine the human special behaviour through behavioural setting.

Human behaviour is influence by several factors such as their physiology, culture and social group membership. One set of behaviour that concerns this project is the human movement pattern as discussed by Dreyfuss (1967). In search for a better understanding of human movement pattern through their behavioural setting, this research lends itself on the anthropological science of human kind and behaviour. Two basic behaviours of humans relate to their desire to acquire wisdom (Anthroposophy) and their centric tendencies (Anthropocentric). Therefore, on the one hand, humans tend to place themselves in the centre of spaces and on the other hand, they distance themselves in order to acquire more wisdom. This would be the behaviour of an individual (subject). Once the second subject is added then the resulting behaviour is the combined effect of the two subjects. Equally, the introduction of the third, fourth and nth subjects will demonstrate a pattern and lead to generalised combined behaviour.

### 4.2 Anthropy

In this paper, the term Anthropy is introduced to provide the mathematical representation of people’s generalised movement pattern. An anthropy is therefore, defined in terms of the pattern of usage of a flooring systems by a colony of users consisting of one or more individuals or objects affecting the life status of the flooring system. Therefore, anthropy is independent of the nature of the flooring system. The time-related nature of anthropy suggests that an anthropy is also a reflection of the intensity of usage referred to as the Anthro-intensity. This variable specifies the amount of time the route is subjected to the given movement pattern.

Mathematical representation of anthropy will enable its universal application and embedment into the overall visual building degradation model. It stands to reason and is evident from the review of data published by many manufacturers, that the relationship between anthro-intensity and time is linear. In other words, the longer the flooring system is used, the higher the value of its anthro-intensity will be, and the increase is directly proportional to time. On the other hand, the mathematics of the movement pattern is less deterministic and relies on the use of probability functions, in conjunction with manufacturers’ specification data.

In order to develop a mathematical representation of this combined behaviour, we initially look at the work by Tregenza (1976) which suggests that in a given corridor, the flow rate is f(speed, density, width) given by, Flow rate = mean speed x mean density x width.

Equally, the Density is f(Speed, Width). Therefore, for a given flow rate (people per second), the number of people who can be accommodated in a corridor is determined by their walking speed and the width of the corridor. Here, since the walking Speed is already expressed by a normal distribution (Tregenza 1976), and the width being a constant, therefore, the distribution of the movement density follows the standard normal distribution, which assumes the following expression.

\[ f(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{x^2}{2}} \]  

(1)

In order to apply control over the positioning of the distribution, an additional parameter y is introduced to equation (1). Therefore, in the absence of external biases the expression is a one dimensional (line) representation of the behavioural pattern of an individual (subject). This representation is referred to as anthropy and is given by;
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\[ f(x, y) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{(y-x)^2}{2}} \]  

where, \( x \) is the random variable and \( y \) determines the degree of centrality.

The value of \( y \) is determined by anthropologic exponentially-based expression. Here, tangible examples are used for demonstration purposes. Graph \( a \), in Figure 2, shows the centrality selected at 2 which is almost in the middle of the arbitrary scale from 0 to 5m. This is an arbitrary value used to represent the overall width and \( y \) is selected as 2 to suggest near-centrality. The function is given by;

\[ a(x) = f(x, 2) \]  

\((3.1)\)

**Figure 2** The probability of presentation of one, two and three subjects based on Anthropy

As the number of subjects increases, the centrality of the combined curves is altered. This is shown in Figure 2 by the following expressions representing graphs \( b \) and \( c \) for two and three subjects respectively. These are given by;

\[ b(x) := \frac{f(x, 0) + f(x, 4)}{2} \]  

\[(3.2)\]

\[ c(x) := \frac{f(x, 0) + f(x, 2) + f(x, 4)}{3} \]  

\[(3.3)\]

For the model to represent the population of a colony of subjects, it should be expanded to represent \( n \) number of subjects, when \( n \) approaches infinity. The expression representing the behaviour of a colony \( g(x) \) is as follows;

\[ g(x) = \int_{y=i}^{j} f(x, y) \, dy \]  

\[(4)\]

The resulting graph in Figure 3 shows the behaviour of \( n \) number of subjects as approaches infinity between \( i=1 \) and \( j=5 \). Evidently, this curve displays similar behaviour to normal distribution curves. Here the lateral displacement is represented by \( i \) from 1 to 5 which is an arbitrary and relative value for demonstration purposes.

**Figure 3** Shows \( g(x) \) for \( i=1 \) and \( j=5 \)

### 5.3 Flat-Anthropy

Figures 2 and 3, are the one dimensional (line) representation of the pattern of behaviour. However, the density or probability of appearance is better shown in Figure 4 which is the two dimensional (flat) representation.

**Figure 4** Shows the two dimensional representation of the pattern

The plan view of the Figure 4, given in Figure 5, shows the density of appearance where lighter colours represent the highest density (probability) and darker colours represent the lowest density (probability). This phenomenon is referred to as the flat-anthropy.
4.3 Long-Anthropy

The extrapolation of the same principal and its projection over a long two dimensional length (corridor) will produce a pattern of density (probability of appearance) along the corridor. Figure 6, is the representation along a corridor with one entrance (on the right) and Figure 7, is the same for a corridor with a flow (two entrances at each end, both with similar properties).

Figures 6, and 7, represent straightforward corridors with predictable behaviours. However, in real life there are varieties of configurations and layouts that the environment can assume. For instance, the entrances may not be symmetrically placed. The methodology for the incorporation of all possible configurations and layouts is based on the superimposition of blocks of basic known flat and long anthropy models. Figure 8, is the two dimensional representation of the movement density pattern of an empty room with two communal entrances on two adjacent walls. This pattern is generated by positioning and combining three corridors together with a flat anthropy. The position of the corridors of movement is shown on the figure.

4.4 Anti-Anthropy

The behaviours described so far apply to non-biased and un-intervened circumstances. However, almost always, spaces are intervened by external objects which tend to profoundly affect the movement behaviour. For instance, by placing an observatory telescope at the end of the corridor in Figure 6, the pattern of behaviour will change significantly. Also, by introducing an intervention such as placing a round table in the middle of the room, the pattern of movement on and around the obstacle (round table) will be affected. This will in turn increase the complexity of the movement pattern. As shown in Figure 9, by placing the round table in the middle of the room with one communal entrance the movement density will assume a different pattern to that of a room without a round table. For start, the space underneath the table is no longer accessible. This implies a zero density (zero probability of occurrence) for the occupied area. Further, the space in the vicinity of the table, immediately surrounding it, is also restricted. In effect, the round table has created an anti-antrophy, which behaves similar to anthrophy (Figures 4 and 5), but in an inverse order. Therefore, the density pattern shown in Figure 9 is generated by superimposing an anti-antrophy on an anthropy.

5. MAPPING THE PATTERN OF USAGE – WEIGHTED TEXTURE MAPPING

As noted, the pattern of usage is non-uniform. It is determined by the spatial behaviour of users, which is constructed through the application of a series of anthropies and anti-anthropies. The method of simulation adopted in this research is based on overlapping the texture of the used floor (based on the density movement pattern) on the texture of an unused floor. This is carried out through
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weighted texture mapping, where the colour attributes of unused and used carpets are aggregated on the basis of weightings produced by the density pattern. This is facilitated by a Visual Basic programme which identifies the colour attributes of the used areas and map this pattern over the original (or previous state) area, altering the weightings of colour attributes. In Figure 10, an unused carpet is contrasted against a fully-used version of the same type of carpet. The Visual Basic programme is used to calculated and map the weighted textures of the unused carpet and movement density pattern of use in Figure 8. The result is shown in Figure 11, highlighting the affected area.

Figure 10 Used and unused carpet texture

Figure 9 Movement density pattern for a room with one door and circular table on centre.

6. VISUAL REPRESENTATION THROUGH VRML

For demonstration purpose and proof of concept, VRML is used, as it provides a simple script-base interface. The use of textures and texture mappings is an straightforward task within VRML (ISO/IEC 14772-1: 1997 and VRML2.0 final Spec). Since the movement density is a localised phenomenon (only affecting certain areas), the simulation of localised degradation is not directly possible through VRML. Therefore, initially, the original texture is applied to the whole area then, the movement density pattern is superimposed. The use of VRML for simulation of flooring degradation is demonstrated in Figure 12: the carpet is degraded based on the intensity and pattern of usage shown previously. Figure 13, shows the same room with only one entrance. The Figure shows the impact of the introduction of a round table, which is implemented through the use of an anti-anthropy.

Figure 11 mapped used carpet texture

7. FUTURE WORK

The research will address the above issues. The significance of the work is that it will help to facilitate the implementation of just-in-time building maintenance scheduling based on visual perception of degradation of building components. The aim of the research is to develop a methodology for visual representation of the flooring systems and its embedment into the overall visual building degradation model. The achievement of this aim requires formulation of human movement pattern that affects flooring usage. In conjunction with authors’ other publications such as Khosrowshahi and Alani (2011) and Khosrowshahi and Banissi (2001), never before, just-in-time maintenance decisions
are made on the basis of visual inspection of time-based behaviour of a building components: or anthropological concepts used to define the pattern of usage of flooring systems, then expressed in such a way that it is simply applied. However, there are aspects of the work that require further justification.

Although, this work has deliberately moved away from scenario-based approach to simulation, further empirical tests will be carried out which will use scenarios to verify the findings of this work. Also, it is envisaged that scenario planning approach may be an appropriate methodology in practical areas such as the one for energy evaluation by the Sustainable Energy Management in the Built Environment (SEMBE, 2008).

While the aforementioned anthropological principles are well established and somewhat straight forward, it is likely that in practice there will be variations due to such issues as culture. There are many such variables and depending on the expected level of pragmatism these need to be researched independently. However, it is not the primary objective of this research to attempt to provide a precise prediction of the future, as this exercise might be somewhat futile, whereas, as argued by Gil and Beckman (2009), it is the approach that promotes ‘serious thinking’ and offer a more viable route to objective decision making.

**8 CONCLUSIONS**

The paper reiterates the pitfalls of the current building maintenance systems and highlights the advantages of the just-in-time approach. It is suggested that just-in-time maintenance can be achieved in a virtual environment by visualising the degradation of building components over time. An overview model of the proposed virtual environment is presented which consists of three sections: data management, simulation and presentation (Visual User Interface). The implementation of the model required formulation of the behaviour of all building components over time, and their visual representation. The focus of the paper was on the flooring system which offered additional challenges associated with the evaluation and formulation of their pattern of usage, as different parts of floors are degraded according to their respective type and level of usage. It was noted that a scenario-based approach is laborious and an algorithmic representation will offer a more practical alternative. To this end, the ‘behavioural setting’ view of anthropology was explored and exploited: Accordingly, conscious systems such as humans tend to engage in a conflicting exercise of tending to position themselves in the centre of their environment and yet maintaining distance from one another. This will allow them to exercise their centric tendencies (Anthropocentric) while acquiring wisdom (Anthroposophy). This resulted in the incremental development of the generalized mathematical representation of the density movement pattern of flooring systems. The visual representation was then implemented through weighted texture mapping of the movement density pattern on used and unused floor textures. The model provided the basic building blocks for
extending the concept to more complex flooring configurations and layouts. The resulting concept was termed ‘anthropy’ which formed the basis for the simulation of both the pattern of usage as well as obstacles, such as a table, that inhibit movements, namely ‘anti-anthropy’. The mathematical model also facilitates the simulation of other situations such as single-ended and double-ended corridors.
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